
BACKGROUND

Laura was an experienced Senior 
HR Manager who had spent most 
of her recent career specialising in 
L&D. She chose ARC to support her 
as her organisation was already a 
client of Working Transitions and 
she had received excellent feedback 
when her own team had used their 
services.

In advance of leaving the 
organisation, she had begun her 
own job search working mainly 
through agencies who had 
approached her. This had generated 
interviews, many at short notice, but 
Laura was frustrated at her lack of 
success.

RESULT

Shortly before the end of Laura’s 3 
months programme, she accepted a 
board level HRD role with a global 
manufacturer, based within her 
desired location, at a significantly 
increased salary.

EXECUTIVE OUTPLACEMENT

CASE STUDY - HR SERVICES

CAREER SUPPORT PROVIDED 

Laura’s Lead Executive Coach, Ian,  helped her to explore and identify 
why she was not achieving her goal of a more strategic HRD role and 
how she could move on from being seen as purely an L&D specialist. 

In addition, due to the declining nature of the specific part of the 
FMCG sector in which she was working, her coach was able to help her 
identify her most transferable and marketable experience and articulate 
these into a first class CV.

An important part of the process for Laura was also to work on 
presenting herself with gravitas and credibility, as her naturally warm 
and enthusiastic style was at times undermining her personal brand. 

Over a six month period, Laura worked closely with her coach in all 
aspects of her job search, key areas involved more effective and 
discerning relationships with agencies and better use of her own 
network. 

Laura’s coach was particularly effective at improving her performance 
at interview and enabling her to provide tangible evidence of her 
strategic HR skills and board level relationships rather than focusing on 
her more recent L&D achievements only.

FEEDBACK

“The focus on my personal brand was so useful and I learnt A LOT 
about how to best utilise LinkedIn. Ian gave me some great pointers on 
my CV and a starting strategy on balancing being proactive and 
reactive with organisations.

I revamped my CV and LinkedIn profile, reached out to my network, 
made a list of organisations to contact and completed my 
‘alternative’CV based on competencies. 

Ian certainly knows his stuff. He constantly ‘checked in’ on me to make 
sure I was happy with the context and direction that the discussions 
were going.”

*Clients name changed to protect confidentiality
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